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Ecological Methods In the Study of Administrative Behavior 

Myrtle-Scott and Susan J. Eklund 

Indiana University

The behavioral sciences in general-and psychology  in particular 

have been noticably deficient in the collection and analysis of natural-

istic and descriptive data. This is in marked contrast to the older and 

'more prestigious natural sciences in whlch such investigations are a 

central and continuing task. 'Barker (1 965') points to the success of 

these efforts when he says: 

"I read, for example, that potassium (K) ranks seventh     in 
order of abund4nce of elements, and constitutes about 2.59% 
of the igneous rocks of the earth's crust; that its compounds 
are widely distributed in the primary rocks, the oceans; the 
soil, plants, and animals; and that sol uable pot assium salts 
are present in all fertile soils (Encylopedia Britanica, 1962). 
The fact that there is no equivalent information on in the liter-
ature of scientific psychology (about playing, about laughing, 
about talking, about being valued and devalued,   about conflict, 
about failure) donfronts psychologists with a monumental in-
completed task" p. 6. 

Willem, (1973) tells a provocative little  story which illustrates 

well the need for naturalistic data not only to advance knowledge but 

for use in sound program planning as well 

"An ornithologist with a European Zoo wished to add a small, 
rare bird called the bearded tit, to the zoos collection. 
Noting that other attempts to main tain the bird in captivity 
had been unsuccessful, he invested   a great deal of time and 
painstaking effort to summarizing   what was known about the 
tit's habitat and life style. Armed with all this Informa-
tion, including many photographs,     the ornithologist built an 
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extensive setting for the tits' in his zoo, being careful to 
include exactly the right proportion and distribution of shrubs, 
trees, grasses, rocks, and lighting. After the designed environ-
ment satisfied him, he introduced a male and female to ft. He 
noted that, by all reasonable indicators, the birds loved it. 
They sang, ate, drank-, flitted about, groomed, mated, built an 
appropriate nest, laid -eggs, hatched babies, and fed them. If 
birds can be said to enjoy their environments, then, by all these 
behavioral criteria, the ornithologist had created an environment' 
whose habitability the bearded tits enjoyed thoroughly..

(See insert A - next page) 
He tried modifications, but none forestalled the infanticide. 

Finally, in desperation, he went back out to observe tits in the 
wild. After many hours of observation, he noted three clear pat-
terns of behavior. One was that throughout most of the daylight 
hours the parent tits were almost frantically active at finding 
and bringing food for the .infants. Second, the infants, with 
whose food demands the parents coùld¡hardly keep pace, spent the 
same hours with their mouths open, apparently crying for food. 
The third pattern was that any inanimate object, whether eggshell, 
leaf, or beetle shell, was quickly shoved'out of the nest by.the 
parents. 

-With these observations in mind,. the ornithologist went back . 
to observe his captive tits and what he found astounded him be-
cause of its subtlety, and yet i'ts`clarity. -Wring the short.time 
a new brood of Infants lived, the parents spent only brief periods 
-feeding. them by racing between the nest and the food supply, which. 
the ornithologist had supplied in abundance. After a few moments 
of such feeding, the infants, apparently satiated, fell asleep. 
The first time the infants slept for any length of time daring 
the'daylight hours, the parents shoved them - two inanimate objects, 
after'all - out of the nest. When, - by making the food supply less 
abundant and less accessible, the ornithologist' made the parents 
work much longer and harder to find food,. he found that the infants 
spent more daylight time awake, demanding food, and that the tits 
then produced many families and cared for them to maturity" p. 201. 

Both of these illustrations point to the urgent need for more nat-

uralistic investigations of human behavior. Nowhere is this móre true 

than in the study of administrative behavior in educational settings. 

Principals, superintendents,,deans and other educational leaders are 

thought to be in crucial positions to influence the optimal learning 



Insert A 

Within a day or two, however, the zookeeper came to check the 
tits, only to find the bibles dead on the ground. Since the parents 
Were•still so-clearly enJo ing themselves,, he assumed that some'gc-

,7cident or illness hadbefallen the, Infants, and he waited for tre
reproductive cycle to 1ecir. ' When a new brood was hatched, the • . 
ornithologist observed carefully and found, to his dismay, that after 
'a day, or, two the parents pushed the babies but Of the nest, onto  
the ground, where they died.  This cycle, beginning with mating and 
ending with the babies dead on the ground,.repeated itself over and' 
osier again, and the ornithologist realized that he•had somehow treated 
an environment so unhabitabie that he would not be able to keep tits . 
in captivity unless he broughtlin successive wild-born babies or -
changed the captive environment in some fundamental way. 



and development. of the students, .faculty and others in their charge. 

Yet almost nothing is known about the naturally occurring bèhavior of 

successful (or untuccessful) persons in these positions» How many times,

for exapple, does a principal experience frustration: during a day? What 

are the modes with which he or she respon s to such frustration? Which 

of these nodes most frepientiy leads to goal achievement? No one knows. 

And what is the context of behavior in the natural habitat? Do varying 

environments lead to varying amounts of,frustration.in principals? 'It 

seems a likely hypothesis but no'data'are available to•shed light on 

these important questions. 

Definitions 

It may be helpful here to dehine a few basic •terms before' proceeding 

further in order to clarify the conceptual bases to which thiswork is 

related. Naturalistic as used here refers to studies done in the natural 

'habitat.   As used here, it also carri es a ,conhotatíon of matching both 

the questions being asked and the methods employed as closely as-possible . 

'. to that. natural habitat. The reader should'be,warned that the term is 

frequently used in the.literature to carry only the place connotation 

referring to where the study is conducted. Other writers, on the other 

hand, do include the conceptul matching criterion. In short, there

is at present, some confusion with regard to the  Use of the word natural-

istic and these substantial differences in meaning may lead to noncom-

parability of studies. 

Environment as used here refers to the physical surroundings,. in-

eluding both objects and other physical characteristics such as temperature, 



• 11ght; cOlor, etc. The environment may,: of course, affect behavior but 

the term dsMot include behavioral characteristics as pert of its def- 

initlon.

Ecology ás used here ,refers to all the surround for !behavior. It-

includes the physlçal characteristics such as objects, temperature, etc. 

but.l.talso-Includes behavior-like attributes such is roles and.social 

rules. The best example of the use of this definition is Barker's (1968)

construct behavior setting. 

Again, there is some confusion in the literature concerning the 

'terms envirment and ecology. In some places they are used as described

above, in others they are used synonymously, and' in others still other ' 

definitional attributes may apply. 'Again, the reader is cautioned to 

determine the definitional framework of eech study carefully so. that 

appropriate comparisons can be made. •As mentioned above ecological psy-

4hology shares certain goals with some components of the natural sciences.

Comparisons 2f, Ecological arid Other Methods' 

It álso holds some characteristics in common with certain other be: 

havlor sciences such as human ecology, social anthropology and ethology. 

Chief slmi)arities between these fields appears to be (1) a focus on the 

'natural habitat as the site for research, (2) the descriptive nature of 

the goals of the research, (3) the use of descriptive methods Such as 

direct observation to achieve these goals and (t) taking care to interfupt 

 'or disturb the natural course of events as little as possible. Schoggen 

(1978) discusses differendes between ecological psychology and these 



other areas and notes, for example, that human ecology has been concerned 

primarily with variables at .the demographic level, cg., spatial di s-

tribution, crime rates, lncidence,of delinquency, and mental illness in 

relation to environmental characteristics such as areas of the city" 

' p. 33. When compared with soçiel anthropology, ecological psychology 

(1)takes a more strictly psychologlcal conceptual andtheoretical perspective 

and12.) attempts to develop new field research methods which 

are more systematic and more, readily;quantifiable. „p. 36.. Perhaps eco-•. 

logical psychology.has most frequently been compared with human ethology 

and they do share the features mentioned above. As Schoggen (1978) points 

out, however, there are ,also some significant ,differences. (1) Ethoogy 

has focused more on an evolutionary framework and has been.particularly 

interested in the survival` value of the behaviors which were observed, 

(2)Behaviors of interest to the ethologists have tended tobe at the 

molecular level in contrast to the molar ones of the ecological psychologists. a 

(3) Ethologists have focused on the behavior of the persons and groups 

whereas ecological'psychólogists have been equally interested % describ-

ing, classifying and taxonomizing...the environment for that.. behavior. p. 39f. 

Roger 'Barker (1965) provides another way of dis'triminating between 

'ecological psychology and other areas of the study of ' human behavior 

He points out that behavior: exists without the benefit of psychologists 

but that behavioral data are the joint.product of the behavior and the • 

psychologists. He then describes two data generating systems in which . 

the role of the psychologist differs, one called an Operator (0) system 



and the other a Transducer (T) system. In botfi€systems the psychologist 

records data on behavior of as it occurs in some environmen't. • In the 0 

system the psychologist perforns some operation upon the person., environ-

ment or both before date are taken. In the T system the psychologist

does not opiate but simply transduces, or transcribes, data on behavior 

as'they occur naturally.--Barker (1965) gives a nice illustration which 

contrasts the two methods. 

"Take intelligence, for exampl e. 'Millions of reliable and valid 
intelligence tests have been administered, scored', and reported, 
thus providing a vast store of O data, for psychologists are•strong 
operators in test situations, supplying input ("What do we•mean'by, 
courage?", regulating interior conditions ("Work carefully; speed 
is not important"), and constraining' output ("Underline the correct 
response. These data proVide basic information about 1ntellefc-
tuai funcOoning.within test=score generating systems e and about 
intellectual processes and their constants:         about IU, about g,

 about verbal factors, etc. But this .great and successful scientific 
assault€upon the problem oT intelligen ce has provided almost no -
information about the intellectual demands the environments of life 
make upon people, and how people respond to the "test items" with . 
which-they are confronted in the course of living" p. 4. 

Ecological psychology, then, is a transducer science and is designed to 

fill exactly this gáp in the information about human behavior. 

Purposes 

It is important to be as clear as possible about the purposes of 

ecólogical research.and to discriminate what it will and,what it will 

not do. The main purpose of ecological research is descriptive - to 

identify, describe and classify the behaviors of persons as they interact 

with their environment. As noted above'it is this type of information 

which is largely lacking in the .field of Psychology. Such research may 



also be used for comparative purposes. Studies of the behavior indivi-

duals or.groups as they go about their everyday business may be,compared

With other studies of other individuals or groups, Of int rest here, for 

example, might be the behavior, of administrators working under differing 

organizational frameworks. 

What ecological research is nót.antended to do is to conduct experi-

ments or test empirical hypotheses. As mentioned above the word natural

istic is sometimes used in the literature to refer to such labaty-

experimental type research which was simply moved to the natural habitat

when it was conducted. This is not to be confused with ecological researçh,

however,€ as€A construed by , Bàrker and his col l eagues. 

Ecological Methods 

The chrgnolog. The main method for studying behavior in the natural 

habitat which we have been developing here at Indiana University for the,

'past two years is called a.chronológ. It is based on the earlier develop-

mént by Barker and Wright (1955/1971) of a technique called a specimen 

record. A specimen record is a running, narrative record of all of the 

behavior of an'individual. The observer simply records everything which 

the subject says•and does and everything which is said and done to him 

or'hßr at the molar level. Molar level means within the normal everyday 

perspective of thé person as viewed by that person. An•excerpt from such 

á record might sound like the following. "Mike Jopes pficked up the phone. 

He dialed a number. He drummed his fingers absently on the desk as he 

waited. Suddenly he smiled and said, "Hello, George. This is Mike. I'm 



calling about the workshop on ,Saturday." The specimen record does not 

record behaviors at a molecular level such as "Mike Moved his left arm• 

forward towarst the telephoner He coiled his fingers around the receiver. 

'He lifted the receiver to his left ear. He moved his right hand forward 

toward the teiephóne. He dialed the number 7." Nor does the observer 

record behaviors ate larger global level such as "Mike' Jones' worked 

hard to get promoted." It is the intent'of a specimen record'to capture 

behavior in the context of its everyday meaning-for the actor himself 

or herself. • It is this level"which.is meant by Molar (Scott, 1976). 

The cbronolog.lias many similarities to the specimen record. It 

is a running, narrat4ve record of àn individual's behavior. It records 

the context of that behavior, including thé behavior of'othera. It records 

behavior atea molar level. But it records behavior at a somewhat larger 

molar level than'does the specimen record. A chronolog of the behavior 

'scenario above might read like the following. "Mike,made a call. He 

talked to,George about the workshop on Saturday:" The chronolog still 

records all of the major ongoing behaviors of the individual. It also 

records his or her speech but tt does net record it lerbatim. Rather, 

it attempts to summarize and,capture the gist of what was said it records 

all of 'the behavior in the molar stream giving careful attention to 'detail at 

points where the behavior changes'in direction and keeping a running summary 

in between. In this respect the chronolog shares some features with a

chronicli, a method developed by Gump (1967) for recording.the behavior

of groups. Both the specimen record and the chronolog keep a running 



record of the time the behavior is occurring and note these times in 

'the margin of the record•for.later analysis: 

Observational procedures. The chronolog is taken with the aid of 

a Stenomask. The Stenomask is a sound shielded microphone attached to 

a portable tape recorder. The handle of the Stenomask contains the micro-

phone-switch and the recorder is worn on a shoulder-strap. This permits 

the obsérver thè flexibility of following the subject wherever in the

natural habitat he or she goes. (This procedure has been described in 

detail elsewhere (Schoggen, 1964),) Two procedures preceeíi any data taking.

The first s orientation of the subject and as many other persons 

 In the environment as are likely to be present during observations..During 

this'phase the study is explained te the subject and others, the equip-,,

ment is demonstrated, a sample record is presented and any questions, 

answerid4 Methods typically found helpful in reducing and potential 

effects of the observerio as.near zero as possible' are also discussed. 

Once this orientation his-been accomplished, adaptation begins. During 

this phase , the observer goes into the habitat and behaves exactly as  

he or she will during the actual record14. , They wear,the Stenomask,' follow 

the subject about and run :the 'machinè,' taking. mock records. .::The• purpose

of these activities is. exectly what is implied in the title, to adapt  

the subject and other in the'environment to the presence of the observer

'and to reduce the effects of that presence to as near zero as possiblè: 

The cardinal rule for the observer during this time is to be completely 

nonresponding.• It has been demgnstrated over and over again that., if 

the observer continues to resist all social, stimuli from the subject and



others (and some will óctur despite the most cariful.orientation) by 

simply keeping the mask in place, looking busily at work and remaining 

°nonresponding, both subjects and others soon cease emitting stimuli 

to the observer end come to truly accept him or her as a present and 

sometimes mobile but completely nonrespondingo   part of the environment,

perhaps somewhat.like a rolling chair. Several clues indicate to the 

observer that.this has happened. First, the behavior of the subject 

settleSback.down to near normal. It ceases to look stilted and on parade. 

Examples include a more relaxed posture., less formal speech and less 

"etiquette book behavior." ' Another good clue in this regard is the 

Mort 'uneven rate•ofnormal behavior rather than the more steady rate 

of contribed behavior. Secondly, a wider range of behaviors is presented 

by,the'subject. The narrow range prescribed by social acceptibility 

is broadened and more behaviors appear. Examples here would include 

scratching, expletives and long periods of silently staring into space. 

Thirdly, the behavior of the other persons who normally people the sub-

ject;s environment,piovide good clues as to the normalcy of the subject's 

.behavior. If the person being observed does. something unusual, eyes 

of others in the environment immediately turn to the observera"Sach 

incidents gradually drop out during adaptation. When all or most of 

these•clues have occurred, 'actual data taking can begin. 

  The  actual making of a record follows several steps. The first 

step is the taking of the field totes through the Stenomask. When the 

observational period has ended the observer return to the office and 

transcribes the notes, mostly from the tape, but also smoothing out , 



the record a bit. perhaps adding details in places where a series bf 

behaviors occurred very rapidly (for tais reason it is important to 

transcribe the field notes immediately following the observation) and 

perhaps adding clarifying descriptions in others. This rough copy of 

the record-Is then edited to deidentify names and places and to make 

sure that the record reflects as accurately as the observer is able 

the naturally occurring, Ongoing behavior of.the subject during the 

observational period. The rough copy is`then typed into final firm 

and is ready for analysis. 

Observer Influence and Reliability. The question of observer in-

fluence upon the behavior being observed is,one which is frequently 

raised by persons just beginning to study ,the field of naturalistic 

inquiry. Several points ire 'relevant to this question. In the first 

place, the 'observer has only two choices - either the subject'knows 

that the observer is there or he or she doesn't. The second alternative 

is effectively unavailable to persons who work with human beings due 

to ethical and human subject considerations. Secondly; it is at least, 

reasonable to suppose that, since the subject does know of the observer's 

presence. there may be some effect, however small, and that it may be 

impossible to reduce these effects entirely to zero. The question is 

then transformed into the following two: (a) how to reduce the observer 

effects to as near zero as possible and (b) how to make whatever residual 

effects are present as systematic as possible across the entire behavior 

sample (Wright, 1967). The former is handled by training of and practice 

by observers in being completely nonresponding. This, in effect, púts 

the subject on an extinction curve with regard to response and has been 



shown to be very effecti.ve..-The second question, that of systematizing 

observer effects, is handled in part by the'oriéntati,on and adaptation 

Procedures and in part by standard observational practices such as low 

profile following techniques, etc. 

The question of the reliability of the records is,at one level, 

a question of the selective perception of the óbserver. This is handled, 

in part, by Observer training and, in part, by recording practices. 

The observer is rigorously trained to record all of the behavior of the 

subject, to record only the behavior, to make no interpretations and 

to make only those low level inferences necessary to provide contekt 

for the behavior. Editing of the records and, sometimes, interrogation 

of the record by a fellow observer also helps in this regard. An environ-

mental factor which provides further protection against selectivity 

is the time,constraint. Human behavior, as it occurs in the natural 

habitat, often happéns at such a rapid rate that there is not time to 

select:features of the behavior for reporting. In this case the obser-

vation task becomes somewhat like straight copy typing for a typist. 

At another level,, the reliability of narrative records is a very 

complex problem (Schoggen, 1978). As Wright (1967) notes, such records 

have not one reliab4'lity but many, one for each behavior under consideration. 

Secondly, the records must be put through at least one and sometimes two 

data reduction steps before reliability can be assessed. It then becomes 

unclear whether the reliability of the observation or the reliability 

of the data reduction is being assessed. Older methods for assessing 

reliability, using simply percent of agreement for any given unit or 



Category, have shown narrative records to be quite high.in a recent

-study by Dreher and. W1 l lems (1976)  it was reassuring to note that a complex Method which attempts to separate the amount of variance attributable 

'ta observing from that attributable to coding also showed high reliability 

.of narrative recording. 

Analysis of Ecological Data 

The 'analysis of narrative,records ordinarily proceeds in two steps. 

The first step is unitization of the records. 'This is followed•by caté-

gorization of the ùnits. 

Unitization. The main u?it which'has been used so far with chronologs 

is called an Activity Unit (AU).. An AU is a naturally occurring chunk of 

behavior within the normal everyday perspective of the actor himself 

or herself. It has -identifiable beginning and end points and proceeds, 

in the same psychological direction throughout its course. In general, 

the individual whose behavior is being Çnitized is pursuing the same

activity during each of the AUs. When the activity changes, a new unit 

is marked. Continuous bracicet lines are used to indicate individual 

AUs. AUs may also be proceeding simultaneously in any one of several 

overlapping patterns. When the AUs are marked they are then.given titles.' 

These titles attempt to describe very briefly the activity in progress 

in the unit. The key to the title is ari action verb, usually ending ¡in

ing;for example, hanging up coat, giving instructions to secretary, 

meeting with Dave Wright,"writing curriculum report, etc. 

The most commonly used method for determining reliability of units 

such as the AU is simply percentage of unitizer agreement. Wright (1967) 



Presents the   following formula for determining unitiztng accuracy (modified 

for AUs): 

AUs Marked by Person ,1 Also Marked by Person 2 . 
Estimate of Accuracy = 

AUs Marked AUs Marked 
by #l   + , by 12 . 

2 
 where person 1 and person 2 have unitized the record independently. 

Once the individual AUs marked by each person have been noted for,the 

purposesof assessing reliability, etch disagreement is then discussed 

between the two and reconciled. This results in a "frozen copy" of 

the record which becomes the final working copy for further Analyses. 

Reliabilities of these continuous, running, structural units such as 

 AUs can usually be'brou9ht to a high level feirly quickly. Relia bilities 

for AUs in the work done here at•Indiaga so far have typically run in 

the :80s after only a few training sessibns and have typically run in

the .9O with experienced un'ttiters, Such agreement argues still further 

for the ecological validity of the unit. As reported above, Dreher and 

Willems .(1976) have also found quite high reliabilities for such records 

using a Much more complicated formula. 

Other types of units have also been ysed to unitize narrative records. 

Schoggen (1963) has identified a-unit called an Environmental     Force 

Unit (EFU). In records of children Schoggen has defined an EFU as an

,action by'an environmental agent which: (1) occurs vis-a-vis thé child,

and (2) is directed by the agent toward a recognizable end-state with

respect to the child, and (3) is recognized as such by the child" p, 43. . 

How very interesting it would be•to investigate the environmental fofces 



impinging upon the daily behavior of principals. What percentage   of their 

time do they,spend responding to these external stimuli? What is the 

nature, of these stimuli with respect  to goál,  mechanisms used to accomlish

'the goal; etc. One might.then oroceed to a comparative study of the 

relative effects of environmental forces on effective as contrasted with 

ineffective principals, elementary as contrasted with, secondary, and so • 

on. 

Another type of unit with which we have been working here at Indiana 

is called a Problem Solving Event (PSE) (Scott, 1978). A PSE is defined 

as (1) a naturally occurring unit (2) within the normal everyday perspective 

of the subject (3) which has recognizable beginning and end points (4) 

'which.proceeds in ,the same psychological direction throughout its course 

and (5) which. shows clear evidence of some situation requiring a solution; 

some bárrier to be overcome oG some tension to be reduced. PSEs, like 

AUs, are given short; 'action verb titles such as trying to get dime from 

mother, rescuing kitten from tree, trying to say wasps. Again, these 

units-are thought to be applicable to the study of chronologs of adult' 

behavior. For example, in the chronologs of a university administrator's 

behavior it 'is clear that he encountered a number of such PSEs during 

a week. Examples might include trying to get coffee machine to work, 

calling faculty member to discuss'student complaint, meeting with ad-

ministrative council to make final budget cuts. 

Categorization. Once 'the chronolog has been unitized then each 

AU is coded according to whatever cetegOries are of interest in any 

given study. It has by now occurred tomany readers that these units 



vary •along .a number of dimensions. They are of uneven length, psychological 

.weight or importance, number of people involved, strategies employed, 

etc.. Just so.' This decpod step of categorization is designed to in-

vestigate the-dimensions along which.the units.of natúrally occurring 

behavior vary: It should be pointed out, however, that variatio n of -

individual units along any one of several• dimensions does not affect . 

the occurrence or nonoccurrance of the unit itself. In fact,i t is .

this attempt to'first d, sçover, the naturally occuring structure of whatever 

behavior is presented and of then typing the category System to that 

structure which differentiates ecological research frpm other forms of 

behavioral research. A number of other methods in. the behavioral sciencés 

employ category systems. What is often not done in these methods, however, 

is to tie the use of such çate9ory systems to the, naturally occurring 

structure of the behavior. 

The categories for any given study should be generated based on

the question(s) under investigation.' They should also be tied to the 

unit selected for the analysis of the behávioral data collected. Several 

categories which have been found tb be useful in analyzing naturalistic 

narrative records are presented below. 

.1. Length of AU. Each AU is coded for duration to the nearest 

minute. Such structural characteristics in behavior have been shown • 

to vary among individuals. Effective teachers, for example, demonstrate 

longer structural units to their behavior than do ineffective ones (Scott, 

1977). 



2. Type of overlap. Each AU is coded for the type of overlap, 

if any,»which it shares with any other AU. AUs, as they relate to other 

AUs, may be enclosing, enclosed, or interlinking, forexample (Wri'ght, 1967). 

Barker And Wright 1955/1971) have shown that as children get older they 

demonstrate more overlapping types of behavioral units. It appears that 

increasing complexity of behavioral      patterns is related to increasing 

maturity in children. Whether this pattern is sustained throughout 

,the life'course is not known. ,Ît is also not known whether other measures 

which may be'related to increased maturity such as igcreased effectiveness 

are also related to increasingly complex''•behavioral patterns. 

3. Initiation-Termination. Each AU is coded as'to whether 

it was begun by the subject or some other, person or event and as to

whether it was ended by thé subject or some other person or event: This 

code has been related to autonomy (Scott, 1977) and effective. teachers 

have been shown t initiate far more of their own behavior than do in-

effective ones. 

4. Goal.. Each AU may be coded as to the type of goal addressed 

in the unit. This category has received little attention in recent 

years and heeds further study. 

5. Mechanisms. Each AU. may be coded as to, the mechanisms 

which the subject•used to accomplish the goal of the unit such as verbal, 

physical, gesture of signal, or various combinations of these three. 

Again; effective teachers have been shown to use a greater frequency 

of combinedmechanisms'in their behavioral units, perhaps providing a 

richer stimulus environment for learners (Scott, 1977). 



6. Participation. This category codes the level of involvement 

of the subject in the behavioral unit from 1 (low) to 5 (high). Effective 

  teachers have been shown to be more involved more of the time in their 

behavioral units than ineffective ones (Scott, 1977). 

7. Specificity. This category codes the number of other 

persons, if any, who were involved in the behavioral unit with the subject. 

Educational administrators are'seen as frequently involved in direct 

face-to-face encounters with people. Yet they are also portrayed as 

thinkers, planners and behind-the-scenes movers of people, implying 

a more so]itary set of behaviors. Almost surely they engage in both 

sets but in what relative proportion? And to what is differential apportion-

ing of these differing types of behaviors related? No one knows. 

The number and variety of categories which may be generated are 

virtually endless and, as mentioned above, should be related to the 

primary purposes' or questions of the given investigation. So little 

is known at present about the naturally occurring behaviors of educational 

administrators that almost any data, if rigorously collected, would 

be useful. 

Selected Findings 

A first study using the cñronolog methodology is underway at Indiana 

University of the behavior of an educational administrator in a university 

setting,. Full day chronolog records were taken on an associate dean 

throughout an entire week. Rotating observers followed this administrator 

from the time he arrived at the office in the morning until he left agiin 

at night through all of the activities In which he engaged for one full 



week. Lunch and bathroom were excluded as was one one-hour meeting on 

a confidential matter. During this time the associate dean attended 

 meetings,  made phone calls, worked on- reports and went to another city 

for méetings and consultation with persons there. The chronologs provide 

a very rich account of the naturally occurring behaviors in the everyday 

life of an educational administrator. Further, they provide for'the 

first time, so far as" is known, continuous behavioral records over several 

days of an adult in the natural work habitat. All of the records have 

now been transcribed, edited, deidentified and made ready in final type-

script form. The main analysis will begin shortly. Preliminary analÿsis 

of several subportlons of this data bank have yielded some very iñteresting 

findings. First, reliability of obseí'vations, of this type appears to be 

comparable to previously reported estimates, ranging between .83 and .87 

on initial runs. These reliability data were taken with two observers 

simultaneously following the subject for some periods during the day. 

Secondly, the behavior of this administrator does appear to show com-

plexities not heartofore described in the literature. These naturalistic 

samples show that behavioral units did, in fact, carry over from one time 

period to another. There is a continuity when one examines the behavior 

that may not be adequately captured by any of the analysis'units previously 

used. A new unit would appear to be needed, perhaps called something 

like a continued unit. At any rate, several strategies may be needed 

in order to adequately describe the naturally occurring complexity of 

this behavior. 



The' work of Robert Owens and'his colleagues here at Indiana University 

-1s .another new start in the naturalistic stUdy of administrative behavior.

YOU have heard Owens report on this work,éarlier including its strong 

influence from ethology. Ethologists call the species spécific patterns 

of€behavior which they attempt to construct from field observations 

ethograms. The work.of Owens and'his group appear to have as an overall 

aim the construction of such patterns for educational administrators 

(adminograms?) gith'subcoMponent patterns for principals (princograms?), 

'superintendents.(supergrams?), etc. Such work has enormous potential 

to add to the information available on the practice of educational-ad-

ministration,. Two. studies conducted under Owens' direction are of par-

ticular interest here.bécause of their methodological implications. 

Reynolds (in preparation) was interested in. naturalistic parameters 

in the functioning of administrative.teams. He took chronologs on the 

behavior of superintendents at they functioned as the leader of their 

 'administrative team during team meetings. All teams had been nominated 

 by peers as being effective. Preliminary analyses revealed some very 

interesting patterns. During the approximately two hours of team meet-

ing superintendents emitid, on the average, about 30 Activity Units 

(AUs). Each AU lasted, on the average, about five minutes. Superin-

tendents initiated .about 70% of their own AUs and most frequently funs-

tioned in a role of cocontributes. There was some variation in role 

function 'cross superintendent!, however, with some superintendents 

functioning as a major presenter most frequently. The mechanisms which 

suptrlâtendeñts.most frequently used to implement their activities were 



mixtures of information giving, question asking and giving of directions. 

The most frequent single mechanism used by superintendents was providing 

information. Superintendents most frequently dealt with combinations 

of content during their AUs, with administrative items, special issues 

and-school employees occurring most frequently as single contents.. It 

was interesting to note that no superintendents dealt with financial 

matters during the team meetings. When decision making was studied 

wás discovered that 60% of the superintendent's behavior was involved 

in AUs requiring no decision, 6% in AUs which required a decision but 

none was made and 23% in AUs where the superintendent made the decision. 

It was again interesting to note that in only 10% of the AUs was the 

decision made by consensus of the administrative team. Some.very in= 

teresting questions could be raised as to actual functioning of theSe 

administrative teams in decision making. 

Lehaman (in preparation) collected full day chronologs on principals 

who had received multiple nominations as being effective in their job 

performance. (These records were then divided into units which shared 

some characteristics with AUs but which appeared more like Dreher and 

Willems' (1976) chunks. Lehman notes that a unit was marked for every 

"main activity" in which the principal engaged, thus only single units

were possible and no overlapping units were marked. Further analysis 

of these units showed that effective principals spent an average of 

28.1 percent of their time on.activities relating to curriculum and 

instruction. This is followed by student personnel matters which consumed 

22.6% of an effective principal's time, on the average. Personal matters, 



including lunch, ranked third (17.2%) and staff personnel matters fourth 

(13.8%). It is also interesting to note, however, that principals showed 

wfde individual variation on each of these categories. In this case 

it appears that the range is at least as interesting a measure of the 

behavior as the mean and may deserve further invéstigation. Further 

comparative work could now also proceed with the extension of the data 

collection to'other principal groups. 

An earlier study frqm our own laboratory (Scott, 1977) examined 

the naturally occurring behavior of effective teachers as contrasted

with ineffective ones. This study collected specimen records rather 

than chronologs and data were taken in two behavior settings, Morning 

Greeting and Large Group Instruction. First, some differences occurred 

between effective and ineffective teachers irrespective of setting. 

Effective teachers showed greater length to their running, structural 

behavioral units (called episodes in this study) which was posited as 

being related to greater behavioral organization,.,integratlon and smooth-

ness. Effective teachers also showed more goal attainmerít'and more 

positive affect than did ineffective ones. A second finding of consid-

arable interest was that the behaviors of all teachers changed markedly

as they moved from setting to setting. Some settings exerted pluch stronger 

coercion than did others and behavioral differences between effective 

and ineffective teachers tended to decrease. For example, wide individual 

differences occurred in the behavior of teachers during behavior,setting:.

Morning Greeting but many of these differences were reduced during behavior 

setting: Large Group Instruction where the behavior of all teachers was 



more similar. It is interesting to speculate as tó whether this would 

also be true for educational administrators. ; If so, one long range 

implication of such `findings might be that admintstritive effectiveness . 

. might be increbsed, by di,fferentfially a~rranging the settings in ,which 

individuals are required to function. 

Dieold (1978) took full day chronologs of a number of school 

psychologists as they' Went about their daily activities in what appears 

to. be the first study of;Its kind for this population . Diépold~also , 

asked each psychologist to estimate,, at the end of  the observational 

.day, the amounts of tine spent doing various tasks. He was interested... 

In roughly assessing the accuracy of a great deal of previously reported 

literature on the functions of school psychologists based on such self 

reports. • It is very interesting to 'note that, even though the psychol 

ogists were reporting on a dar just completed, there were gross inaccuracies 

on the part of every psychologist with an.average over estimation.of

3 hours, 17 minutes for an' average day of 6 hours,,'8, minutes. School-

psychologists were best at estimating, the amount of time spent directly 

With students .(r = .91 for estimated vs observed).., They were considerably 

poorer at estimating amounts of time spent in aitivities which they

did alone (r • .21,for•estimated vs observed). These data suggest not 

only that self reports are demonstrably inaccurate but that they are 

differentially inaccurate 'aé a function of ditfering•tasks. Diepold's 

data point again to the tremendous heed for more direct naturalistic`. 

observationsof human behavior and to the vast differences in the data

base which may result as a function-of such methodologies. 



Rosenthal (1977). collected a rudimentary form of full day chronologs 

on child advocates working in institutions for retarded children. A 

very surprising finding from this study was the fact that transit (moving 

from building to building) ranked first in terms of numbers of contàcts 

(fourth in terms of , amourít of-timé ,spent) among all categories .ofd behavioral 

activities in which the advocates engaged during their working days. 

Ranking first in terms of amount of time spent (fourth in number of 

contacts was'documentation,•administration, records, etc. Ranking second 

in terms of both number of contacts and amount of time spent was informal 

interaction With staff.. The likelihöod is consideiici very low that 

either• self `report or some a priori category system would capture the 

somewhat startling. finding that a major activity in which child advocates 

engage during a normal working day is traveling around from building 

to building within the institution which they serve. Thus•another demon-

stration is provided of the importance ofcollecting naturalistic data and 

of lying analysis procedures to those data. These particular data also 

provide some good illustrations of other uses which may be made of such 

naturalistic ecologtcäl information such as management and planning. 

For , example, once   the actual activities performed in particular jobs.

can be specified, then work outcomes might be projected more accurately

and work load assignments máde More effectively.

Summary 

In summary, then, naturalistic, ecological data are urgently needed 

concerning the behavior of.educational administrators. Such data can 

'considerably Change the knowledge base of the field and.may also speak. 



to such OpePational concerns as. management and'planning.•,A running 

narrative record called a chronolog has been developed at Indiana Uni-

versity which can be used to reliably collect such data. Two data reduction 

steps of unitization and categorization are then used to analyze such 

data with the naturally occurring structure of the behavior emerging 

from the data ,and the category system being tied to that structure. 

Studies so.far have investigated the behavior of a university administrator, • 

superintendents, principals, school psycholagists and child advocates. 

An earlier study using a similar method explored differences between. 

-effective and Ineffective teachërs. Potential contributions of natural-

istic methodologies to the overall study of administrative behavior 

are discùssed. 
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